"Diamoneer" ألسنان المعة كحبات األلماس

Many celebrities resort to expensive and possibly unusual cosmetic surgeries. While Kate
Middleton, Victoria Beckham and Gwyneth Paltrow are among the famous people who like to
use bee venom for the face, their skin usually looks flawless. Others chose snail slips as a
common ingredient in many cosmetic procedures. Some specialists claim to be a powerful
moisturizer and also have anti-aging properties. It also helps people get rid of hyperpigmentation
and impurities. Sounds like a miracle cure, doesn't it? Anyway - the latest in the world of beauty
is diamonds... Women resort to all kinds of treatments that include "diamonds" from facial
peeling products to body care products, and now also teeth - to achieve the perfect desired smile.
Diamonds may look great on the ring, but they can also make wonders for your skin.
The latest dental trend for the wealthy is Diamoneer. Dr. Sargon Lazarof (based in Los Angeles)
clearly dominates the innovative cosmetic dental field that created Diamoneers... It is a dental
shell but it is not normal but blends diamond dust with its formula to add a flash to your smile.
His patients are Hollywood celebrities, Fortune 500 company directors and members of royal
families. Dr. Sargon Lazarof, the creator and inventor of the first immediate dental replacement
system approved by the Food and Drug Administration, making a giant leap in the future,
pioneered just a few years after graduating from the University Of Southern California School Of
Dentistry -- nearly thirty years ago. Diamoneer is a patented and copyrighted process used by Dr.
Lazarof to create flawless smiles using high-quality materials and techniques. What distinguishes
this process is that "Diamoneers" can mix diamond dust with porcelain, to add this special
sparkle to the smile where it captures certain light angles. This process is customized for each
patient to ensure that they get the smile of their dreams, and this cosmetic treatment is available
for the well-off enough to afford it.

